
Mark Fridvalszki, HUF Modernism (2020) (an Instagram takeover for KEX, Vienna) (courtesy the artist)â€œItâ€™s not metaphysics. Itâ€™s quite the opposite: itâ€™s about life within life.â€• â€”Orsolya Bajusz,
HungarofuturistThis is the year the world as we knew it stopped blindly rotating. Two pandemics, COVID-19 and racism, collided to jump-start a wave of new social consciousness. Globally, artists, academics, and
grassroots organizations actively demystified widely heralded historical monuments. They provided the receipts of trauma and parallel histories (which have long-existed in the archive), shifting public consciousness about
these monuments to imperialism and slavery. These heroes of colonization and domination were uprooted from place and space, both forcibly toppled and removed by municipal governments, as Black and other
marginalized communities reclaimed their time.Â As Black and brown folx continue to excavate our histories and dream up new futures, which techniques can we use outside of the disciplines that have also brought us
violence? In light of the controversy around testing the COVID-19 vaccine, we are aware of the horrors that have been committed against Black bodies to create new scientific discoveries. Yet, the social sciences are just
as guilty. Anthropology, ethnography, and sociology â€“â€“ three fields used by academics to understand the beliefs, institutions, and rituals of a community or society, have been notoriously dominated by outsiders.
These white male researchers were given the ability to name and classify the worth of marginal communities by contextualizing their lifestyles against the constructed norm of whiteness. It became more apparent that for
Black and brown lives to be fully understood, they would have to break outside of the limited white imaginary.Â When thinking of where to find a new approach, the answer may come from an unlikely place:Â  an invitation
to explore reverse archaeology from an Eastern European arts movement called Hungarofuturism.Â Last year, I went on a road trip through Hungary to learn about the movement that was directly inspired by Afrofuturism.
Since Afrofuturism had given an aesthetic and theoretical foundation to the work of the Hungarofuturists, my goal was to see if it could provide Black Americans another insight into existing with and beyond our history.
According to the Hungarofuturist Manifesto, the movement â€œaims to oppose the notions of an ethnic, biopolitical, and racial essentialism of Hungarianness as promoted by the far-right government of Viktor OrbÃ¡n â€¦
Hungarofuturism is an alternative concept of what it means to be Hungarian, namely the discovery of post-Hungarianism.â€•Â JÃ¡nos BrÃ¼ckner Simon Perris aka Ali Mahmud, the first Afrohungarian soldier and me
walking on the Grand Boulevard of Budapest in 1915, acrylic, canvas, 120 x 95 cm (courtesy the artist and Everybody Needs Art, Budapest)In 2008, after the second re-election of Viktor OrbÃ¡n and the FIDESZ party, a
massive attack was waged against the free-press, academia, non-governmental organizations, civil initiatives, and cultural institutions. This incursion was rooted in an attempt to rewrite historical, political, and social
narratives, both culturally and aesthetically (wanting to â€œmake Hungary great againâ€•). It motivated the launch of the Hungarofuturist movement, which aims to reimagine narratives of origin that restore hope in the
future. As academics, artists, and community organizers, the Hungarofuturists were directly impacted by OrbÃ¡n&#8217;s regime. According to Hungarian political scientist ZoltÃ¡n Lakner, in Hungary, finding funding is
almost impossible as a cultural producer who is challenging the nationâ€™s political practices, especially since the state is the main financier of arts and culture. â€œAfter almost ten years of the OrbÃ¡n regime, almost all
the key positions are possessed by an OrbÃ¡n supporter. The government has its own kind of taste for culture, but above all, directors and decision-makers, have to prove their political loyalty all the time,â€• says
Lakner.Hungarofuturism is rooted in self-redefinitions and a term they call â€œspectral retrofuturism,â€• a â€œreturning which is not quite a repetition.â€• Itâ€™s not just about reimagining where one is coming from or
going; it collapses our perceptions of national and individual identity, monuments, and historical sites and their connection to historical and future memory. Itâ€™s a timewarp, against rushing towards the newness
(technology, space travel, etc.) characterized by other marginal futurisms. I noticed this as culturally symbolic locations like Lehel Market were transformed into a postmodern spaceship, and an unfinished construction
became a holy temple for communication with their ancestors â€” beings from the star Sirius.Â Â The Hungarofuturist movement gets inspiration from the work of Afrofuturists who were able to redefine themselves and
also create new mythologies of origin and future as a form of liberation. Many of the techniques and motifs used in Afrofuturism (collage, surrealism, space, technology, and time travel) are present in Hungarofuturism, as
well as the use of speculative inquiry to reimagine gender roles, social norms, and of course, history.Hungarofuturist Dominika Trappâ€™s dance film project LeÃ¡nyos / Girlâ€™s Solo Folk Dance unpacks preserved
gender roles within Hungarian folkloristic art forms. The film is a documentation of the choreography titled â€˜LeÃ¡nyosâ€™ by Kata SzÃvÃ³s. The choreographed piece and documentary subverts the division between
male and female normative behavioral patterns within traditional dances. The video includes archival footage of Hungarian dancers who performed the famous Hungarian male dance (LegÃ©nyes), juxtaposed with
contemporary footage of a solo dance that freely combines elements of traditionally male and female moves.Â JÃ¡nos BrÃ¼ckner, Portrait of Simon Perris aka Ali Mahmud, the first Afrohungarian soldier (2020), acrylic,
canvas, 61&#215;48 cm (courtesy the artist and Everybody Needs Art, Budapest)Filmmaker and artist JÃ¡nos BrÃ¼ckner incorporates Hungarofuturist themes into some of his works, including paintings that reimagine
Simon Perris (aka Ali Mahmud), an Afrohungarian soldier who fought for Hungary in World War One. Both serve as time portals that render Perris whole as opposed to a fragment of peripheral history. BrÃ¼ckner employs
surrealistic techniques including collage and utilizes a partly post-digital painting process called Human Printer.Â Â Mark Fridvalszki, Cosmic Acidism (etude II) (2020), gouache, mechanical pencil, aged paper,
21&#215;29.7cm (courtesy the artist)A large contributor of artwork within the Hungarofuturist Manifesto, Mark Fridvalszkiâ€™s work simultaneously contemplates utopian ideologies and â€” based on current
circumstances â€” the bleakness of the future. To Fridvalszki, these are planetary futurist problems, not just Hungarian. His Kunsthalle Exnergasse Vienna project is a collection of images that span across Hungarian
modernism, and his works UFO Future I. and Cosmic Acidism (etude II.) incorporate an inviting, almost homelike atmosphere to outer space.In the current state of the world, the present is just as uncertain as the future.
More people realize that the normal that we were living in before the pandemic was a world that neglects the needs and dreams of Black, brown, and marginalized groups in general. These are the moments when we can
activate Afrofuturist and other futurist techniques to build blueprints for the future(s) we desire, and we donâ€™t have to visualize or seek these possibilities and dreams outside of the world we know.Sun Ra once said
that â€œSpace is the place,â€• but maybe weâ€™ve already arrived at our destination. We donâ€™t need to turn around or look forward. Itâ€™s with us the moment we open our eyes.Â In convening with the
Hungarofuturists, I learned you can bring joy and play into recontextualizing your history using your own methods and terms. The texts, sites, and icons of trauma we inherit can be subverted into alternative histories â€”
that the spaces that seem so mundane, like your favorite market, are steeped in geohistorical truths â€” that go beyond a monument but instead are internalized into your living archive.  Tia Richardson&#8217;s mural
Pursuing the Vision in Milwaukee, Wisconsin (all images courtesy the artists and Truxton Creative)With election day fast approaching, the polls predict a tight race in battleground states. As part of a targeted campaign to
get out the vote in communities of color in these constituencies, the Biden-Harris campaign has commissioned eightÂ Black artists to create murals in their communities that stress the urgency of participating in
thisÂ fundamental election.Murals Across America is a project run by the Washington, DC media company Truxton Creative andÂ sponsored by the Biden-Harris campaign. The murals were placed in predominantly Black
areas in Wisconsin, Michigan, Florida, Texas, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Georgia, and North Carolina.Ianta Summers, who heads the project at Truxton Creative, told Hyperallergic in an interview that the artists were picked by
an all-Black team at the company,Â which has reached out to artists across the country. The artists had to submit murals that spoke to the Black community and included the Biden-Harris logo.Ernel Martinez&#8217;s
mural in Philadelphia, PennsylvaniaJonathan Desrosiers&#8217;s mural in Miami, FloridaShawn Perkins&#8217;s mural in Detroit, MichiganIn Milwaukee, artist Tia Richardson&#8216;s mural Pursuing the Vision depicts
Harris and Biden arm-in-arm with the spirit of the late senator and civil rights activist John Lewis. The three gaze upwards to a sunny horizon.We need a vision, we need a plan, Richardson told Hyperallergic interview. The
sun is a vision of unity, the artist added. Lewis knew how to work with people, not against them, and Biden has that too.Other artists include Shawn Perkins (â€œSP the Plug) from Detroit; Johnathan Desrosiers from
Miami; Chukwunonso Ofili from Houston; Ernel Martinez from Philadelphia; Isaiah Williams from Cleveland; and Joseph McKinney from Atlanta.Antoine Williams&#8217;s mural in Durham, North CarolinaArtist Antoine
Williams&#8216;s mural in Durham, North Carolina, depicts voting and civil rights activist Fannie Lou Hamer standing next to a modern-day Black woman wearing a shirt that says One Woman, One Vote. Their heads are
tangled, carrying a heap of ballot boxes and a Biden-Harris election sign. A third woman is speaking through a megaphone atop of ballots.I wanted to highlight the generational labor that so many unknown Black folks, in
particular Black women have done in regards to making voting more accessible, Williams told Hyperallergic in an email. Entangled within the fabric on the heads of the two women are realities facing us in the current
election from young people having their voices heard to ongoing voter suppression tactics with early voting and mail-in ballots.Summers, whose team has also produced TV and billboard ads for the Biden-Harris campaign
in Black communities across the country, said that the murals were installed to encourage participation in the political process beyond the 2020 election.Whatever happens on November 3, people will still have to be
engaged for the long haul, Summers said. Whoever wins will have to be held accountable.Isaiah Williams&#8217;s mural in Cleveland, Ohio  Seattle Police Department utilizes chemical weapons to push protestors back
over the Black Lives Matter mural on Capitol Hill during protests in Seattle, WA this year. (photo by Derek Simeone)The historic demonstrations against anti-Black violence this year have been instrumental inÂ awakening
much of the country toÂ systemic racism. According to a sweeping report by the Armed Conflict Location &amp; Event Data Project, the vast majority ofÂ demonstrations have been peaceful. Yet pernicious narratives that
distort the nature of the Black Lives Matter movement persist, obfuscating a more disturbing reality: the prevalence of police violence at protests.Â Thanks to a new project by the London-based research team Forensic
Architecture and independent journalism collective Bellingcat, a clearer picture of these violations is emerging. The two groups amassedÂ a sprawling archive of police brutality at Black Lives Matter demonstrations across
the US this year &#8212; and they have now published it online in the form of an interactive cartographic platform.A view of the Police Brutality platform (Forensic Architecture, Â© FORENSIC ARCHITECTURE, 2020)A
team of investigators and volunteer researchers from Forensic Architecture and Bellingcat worked to geolocate, verify, and analyze more than 1,000 pieces of open source video evidence from 43 states and Washington,
DC.Their findings discredit conservative estimates of violent law enforcement intervent
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